
Work From Home



Remote Working_
In the midst of the coronavirus pandemic, many companies are implementing voluntary, or mandatory 
work-from-home policies.  That means that lots of us are dealing with an unusual challenge: working from 
home for the first time, full time.     

IIf you're used to travelling to work each day, the separation between work and home is physical, and it may 
help to try to replicate that as much as possible at home with a designated workspace at home.  The 
workspace doesn't have to be a separate room, but it should feel separate from the rest of your home.  
Find a comfortable chair you are happy to sit in for eight hours a day, a dedicated desk makes the 
transition from home to work much easier and ensures that you are working at the right height, in the 
correct position and will feel comfortable, relaxed and in control.  While the ready access to power and 
chacharging modules at the desk top makes working with modern technology so much easier.

Verco have been manufacturing furniture for over 100 years and are based in High Wycombe, in the heart 
of the Chiltern Hills.  We understand how people work and what you need to make your 
working-from-home life less stressful and we have curated a range of furniture, seating, personal storage 
and screens that we think may help make your new workspace more comfortable and less damaging to 
your health.  All products are supplied with our full five year guarantee covering manufacturing faults, so 
you can relax and concentrate on your own well being, and your work.
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Desking.





Oblique Adapt_
It has been shown that working standing up for part of the day has a positive effect on our health 
and improves our capacity for concentration, productivity and well-being.  Both electrical height 
adjustable sit-stand and manually height adjustable desks provide a smooth, robust and realistically 
priced solution for the ultimate flexible workspace.

Oblique_
The Oblique Visual desking range maintains the 
traditional attention to quality and detail for which 
VERCO has established a reputation.



Visual Cantilever_
Limitless creativity. The visual cantilever adds manoeuvrability and flexibility to your home workspace.  Its 
minimalistic design approach moves away from the conventional four legged table to offer more free range 
of movement in and around your workstation.

Visual Acute_
Simplistic and minimalist in appearance and style, Visual 
Acute is an ideal table for your household workspace that 
can add to your interior styling without taking anything 
away visually. 



Visual
Panel_
This Visual Panel provides an 
alternative option of desking 
that’s more straightforward.  
A conventional panel design 
table that offers simplicity in 
style and functionality.

Box-it_
Simple yet flexible, fun and funky, angular yet soft, 
box-it makes it easy to brighten any space and is 
configured to meet the demands of your home 
workspace.  It sets an informal tone, which is just 
the thing if you want to inspire creative thinking.

BBox-it is the ideal seating solution if you really 
want to get your workplace thinking… well… out of 
the box.



Seating.



Seating_
Everything Verco does is driven by a passion to match innovation with excellence.  Our WFH 
Seating Collection has been developed by focusing on the best in design, technology and 
materials to reflect our seating philosophy. 

A task chair family with a wonderful clarity of design and 
simplicity of line.  Clean lines and simple aesthetics 
mean that the Flow chair fits comfortably in most 
environments.

Flow_

Vibe provides an ergonomically advanced, 
refined seating collection.  Offering the 
discerning client the specification, flexibility and 
comfort they deserve.

Vibe_



Profile_
The ergonomically designed Profile back 
fits naturally into the curve of the spine 
while two heights of chair back ensure the 
versatility required.  It’s a chair adapted to 
fit each user for the ultimate comfort.

Max_
Designed with simplicity in mind, max 
combines style with sophisticated 
engineering to provide the ultimate in 
operator seating.

Apollo addresses the need for work spaces that echo the 
comfort and well-being of a home and promote a 
creative, collaborative spirit, a space where constructive, 
transformational interaction, dialogue and exchange can 
take place.

Apollo_



Cube Mesh_
The active back mechanism provides a 
sophisticated added comfort dimension to 
this elegant and versatile family of seating.

Flux_
Flux is a stylish, contemporary design of 
occasional task chairs, perfect for hot desks, as 
well as conference and meeting tables.  It’s 
timeless, classic styling exudes modernity and 
quality.

Carlo_ The Carlo task chair utilises modern materials to create a chair that is both 
practical and innovative.  Utilising a stylish, robust yet flexible nylon back the 
Carlo chair manages to deliver superb comfort characteristics, with a modern 
aesthetic and a comfortable price point.

Available with a generously upholstered posture seat with a pronounced 
waterfall front edge, together with a tension controlled tilt function.



Danny_
Inspired by the designs of the 50s and 60s, 
Danny chairs have a distinctive five-star base 
and minimalist feel that makes them both 
practical and elegant.

With moWith more than a touch of 1960s desirability 
about it, Danny seating brings with it tasteful 
mid-century design and a supreme level of 
comfort.  It might have a slim-line look, but a 
Danny chair remains comfortable for long 
periods of sitting, making it perfect in your 
stylish home office.

Bethan_
With a minimal design aesthetic married to 
superior comfort, Bethan offers an ultra 
modern, sleek approach to seating in the 
modern workplace. 

EErgonomically shaped, moulded re-curve ply 
shell meets combustion modified high resilient 
(CHMR) foam to provide the comfort, while a 
choice of slender solid wire chrome arms, 
provides the style.



Personal 
Storage.



Storage_
Verco offers additional storage options to 
accompany the desking and seating collections.   
Our mobile under desk pedestals offer a simple 
addition to the practicality and organisation of 
your work station.  

Allowing you to put your work away at the end 
of the day.

Upholstered ‘Seat’ 
Along with the array of customisable furniture, we 
offer the option of a part upholstered pedestal 
that can be used as mobile seating.  Excellent for 
home schooling and agile home environments.

Products made to suit your every need
Verco offer both standard and narrow width 3 
drawer options to suit your space. 



Personal 
Folding 
Screens.



Personal Screens_
Verco Personal Folding Screens offers an easy, simple and 
effective method of avoiding distractions in your surroundings.  
Two heights of Personal Triple-Folding screens are 
manufactured for mobile and transportable remote working.

Mobile

The two outer ‘wings’ of this screen also 
fold inwards to allow easy and simple 
storage in the accompanying mobile 
caddy.

All scAll screens are manufactured from solid 
plywood and are upholstered in your 
choice of Camira Sonus fabrics.

Private

Both privacy and withdrawal from visual 
distractions are offered in this simple yet 
effective solution.  At a time where social 
distancing and self-isolation are key.  
Create your own space.



Sonus Fabric Options_



Working Remotely_
At Verco we are dedicated in making the transition of working remotely easier, more 
comfortable and more efficient.

Verco have been manufacturing furniture for over 100 years and are based in High Wycombe, in the heart of 
the Chiltern Hills.  We understand how people work and what you need to make your working-from-home life 
less stressful and we have curated a range of furniture, seating, personal storage and screens that we think 
may help make your new workspace more comfortable and less damaging to your health. 

WhenWhen working from home it is important to make sure the boundaries between work and home aren’t 
‘blurred’ to ensure you’re in full control during the time you dedicate to work.  Studies show that keeping your 
places of work and relaxing areas i.e bedroom separate enables you to recreate your ‘travel’ to work which 
instinctively causes your brain to switch between the two.  For some, not doing this can potentially blur the 
lines between work and rest therefore hindering their ability to relax and even disrupt sleeping. 

NowadaysNowadays, our place of work, even if that is our home, is where we spend a good part of our time and it must 
be as comfortable as possible.  Furniture and in particular chairs play a vital role in ensuring a pleasant 
ambience in your home. 

SSeating is significantly important, ergonomically, because of the physical contact that individuals have 
directly with seating and while the human body is designed specifically for activity, a seated posture is 
increasingly likely to be our main body position.  And not just when we are at work either – this applies whether 
we are eating, sitting in the car or even in our leisure activities.  Changes to the working environment, 
together with the rapidly advancing changes in technology are creating potential new risks to health. 

The muscular aThe muscular activity, which is so essential for our health and well-being, is disappearing rapidly from our daily 
life.  A lack of physical movement can be one of the causes of many illnesses.  Experience tells us that if we 
remain active, we are likely to be more comfortable for longer.  Taking frequent, and short breaks is good for 
health, while standing up for short intervals allows the body and mind to recover.  For the ultimate experience 
why not take a look at our sit stand furniture that can make a real difference to your health and wellbeing. 



MFC Desk Finishes_

Martin Laminate Finishes_



Verco Home
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Buckinghamshire HP12 4BG
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Verco London
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London EC1R 5BL
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